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Avoid support scams. We will never ask you to call or text a phone number or share personal information. Please report suspicious activity using the “Report Abuse” option. Learn More This thread was archived. Please ask a new question if you need help. I have Windows XP Professional English SP3 installed in an Oracle Virtual Machine. For some
reason or another, Internet Explorer stopped browsing to pages having SSL (https). I went to several web pages on the internet. They said this and that, but I managed to narrow it down to the SSL part. I recently received an update to Oracle Virtual Box, so that can also be the culprit. I also have another XP Professional English SP3 virtual machine
with no additional software installed besides antivirus software, and in that machine, I had installed a pretty fresh version of Mozilla Firefox, so I tested it, and there was no problem at all surfing, but Internet Explorer refused to display the web page. This is why I would like to have a link to the above mentioned version of Firefox, as you stated in
another thread that that particular version was the last one to be supported by Windows XP. Thanks in advance! Thomas J. Ekman SWEDEN I have Windows XP Professional English SP3 installed in an Oracle Virtual Machine. For some reason or another, Internet Explorer stopped browsing to pages having SSL (https). I went to several web pages on
the internet. They said this and that, but I managed to narrow it down to the SSL part. I recently received an update to Oracle Virtual Box, so that can also be the culprit. I also have another XP Professional English SP3 virtual machine with no additional software installed besides antivirus software, and in that machine, I had installed a pretty fresh
version of Mozilla Firefox, so I tested it, and there was no problem at all surfing, but Internet Explorer refused to display the web page. This is why I would like to have a link to the above mentioned version of Firefox, as you stated in another thread that that particular version was the last one to be supported by Windows XP. Thanks in advance!
Thomas J. Ekman SWEDEN Modified 18:46:57 -0700 do 9 de setembro de 2018 by Thomas J. Ekman Install Older Version Of Firefox {web link} Be sure to read everything here. If you still want to downgrade, look under; I still want to downgrade. Click the Directory of other versions and languages link. Look for the directory of the version that you
want. But, remember that old versions may have security issues. [ Install Older Version Of Firefox] {web link} Be sure to read everything here. If you still want to downgrade, look under; '''I still want to downgrade. ''' Click the '''Directory of other versions and languages''' link. Look for the directory of the version that you want. But, remember that
'''old versions may have security issues. ''' I found the directory containing the correct release, but it is made up of several subdirectories, which I assume I must create myself on the virtual machine, but how about file associations, registry settings and other stuff? The only version I see with a complete setup is v 60. How should I proceed? Should I
install v60 and then replace everything by the contents in the zip file for 52.9.0esr? I found the directory containing the correct release, but it is made up of several subdirectories, which I assume I must create myself on the virtual machine, but how about file associations, registry settings and other stuff? The only version I see with a complete setup
is v 60. How should I proceed? Should I install v60 and then replace everything by the contents in the zip file for 52.9.0esr? On the ESR installers page, there is a selector at the top of the list above the icons, right side, that defaults to Show: Firefox 60 For a few more weeks, you can click Firefox 52 next to that to switch to the older download. On the
ESR installers page, there is a selector at the top of the list above the icons, right side, that defaults to Show: Firefox 60 For a few more weeks, you can click Firefox 52 next to that to switch to the older download. As a matter of fact, I found the link the very moment I got the mail from the support system! It has now been downloaded. Thank you very
much for your support. Let's see if it works... As a matter of fact, I found the link the very moment I got the mail from the support system! It has now been downloaded. Thank you very much for your support. Let's see if it works... Case closed. It worked :-) Case closed. It worked :-) FredMcD said But, remember that old versions may have security
issues. Firefox 52.9.0esr is still a current update as it was Released on June 26 along with 60.1.0esr and 61.0 Release. Thomas J. Ekman said I found the directory containing the correct release, but it is made up of several subdirectories, which I assume I must create myself on the virtual machine, but how about file associations, registry settings and
other stuff? The only version I see with a complete setup is v 60. How should I proceed? Should I install v60 and then replace everything by the contents in the zip file for 52.9.0esr? On you find the 52.9.0esr folder then pick the win32 folder (32-bit Windows) then the language (say en-US or en-GB for example) then download the setup. Not sure if this
legacy url will still be in use when the old legacy 52 ESR is made EOL on Sept 5 with no more updates. ''FredMcD [[#answer-1131939|said]]'' But, remember that '''old versions may have security issues. ''' Firefox 52.9.0esr is still a current update as it was Released on June 26 along with 60.1.0esr and 61.0 Release. ''Thomas J. Ekman [[#answer1131964|said]]'' I found the directory containing the correct release, but it is made up of several subdirectories, which I assume I must create myself on the virtual machine, but how about file associations, registry settings and other stuff? The only version I see with a complete setup is v 60. How should I proceed? Should I install v60 and then replace
everything by the contents in the zip file for 52.9.0esr? On you find the 52.9.0esr folder then pick the win32 folder (32-bit Windows) then the language (say en-US or en-GB for example) then download the setup. Not sure if this legacy url will still be in use when the old legacy 52 ESR is made EOL on Sept 5 with no more updates. Modified 12:30:56
-0700 do 11 de xullo de 2018 by James pcbugfixer0 said Older ESR support for 52.9.0esr can be found here Take care if you need this for Windows XP Pro SP3 and download the correct file. For ESR Firefox 60.2.0esr Already mentioned how to get 52.9.0esr and that you need the 32-bit version as Win64 requires 64-bit Windows 7, 8, 10. This thread
was started by a WinXP user which is why I did not link to 60 ESR at time. Firefox 53.0 (technically the 52.0.x Release itself also) and later requires Windows 7, 8, 10 to run so 60.2.0esr will not work on Windows XP and Vista. ''pcbugfixer0 [[#answer-1152236|said]]'' Older ESR support for 52.9.0esr can be found here Take care if you need this for
Windows XP Pro SP3 and download the correct file. For ESR Firefox 60.2.0esr Already mentioned how to get 52.9.0esr and that you need the 32-bit version as Win64 requires 64-bit Windows 7, 8, 10. This thread was started by a WinXP user which is why I did not link to 60 ESR at time. Firefox 53.0 (technically the 52.0.x Release itself also) and later
requires Windows 7, 8, 10 to run so 60.2.0esr will not work on Windows XP and Vista. Windows XP SP2 Windows Server 2003 SP1 Windows Vista Windows 7 Windows 8 Windows 10 Please note that 64-bit builds of Firefox are only supported on Windows 7 and higher. The 52esr family will be the last release to run on Windows XP and Vista
Recommended Hardware Pentium 4 or newer processor that supports SSE2 512MB of RAM 200MB of hard drive space Mac Operating Systems macOS 10.9 macOS 10.10 macOS 10.11 macOS 10.12 Recommended Hardware Macintosh computer with an Intel x86 processor 512 MB of RAM 200 MB hard drive space GNU/Linux Software Requirements
Please note that GNU/Linux distributors may provide packages for your distribution which have different requirements. Firefox will not run at all without the following libraries or packages: GTK+ 3.4 or higher GLib 2.22 or higher Pango 1.22 or higher X.Org 1.0 or higher (1.7 or higher is recommended) libstdc++ 4.6.1 or higher For optimal
functionality, we recommend the following libraries or packages: NetworkManager 0.7 or higher DBus 1.0 or higher GNOME 2.16 or higher PulseAudio Release Notes tell you what’s new in Firefox. As always, we welcome your feedback. You can also file a bug in Bugzilla or see the system requirements of this release.
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